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temca is based on a fully automated tape-collecting ultramicrotome
scanning electron microscope (atum-sem) [14]. the atum-sem is a

third-generation ultramicrotome, capable of cutting 80 micron
sections from a block face with a throughput of up to 2.5ths per

second. atum-sem provides a voxel size of 400 nm, and is able to
image with a spatial resolution as low as 40 nm. the atum-sem was set

to collect sections every 20 nm, such that we were able to image a
whole mouse brain within a single block of tissue. atum-sem scans

were done using a fei tecnai g2 20 electron microscope, equipped with
a gatan k2 summit camera (10242). the source was operated at 200

kv, and the objective lens was operated at a voltage of 6,000 v.
multiple backscattered electrons were recorded from each section,

using a gatan 626 post-column energy filter and a gatan quantum er
ccd camera (10242). in the original version of temca, which is based
on sbem, the images were recorded with a gatan k2 summit camera
(10242), and then uploaded to the cloud for processing. we replaced

this with a gatan er ccd camera (2,0482), capable of taking very high-
resolution images, and designed specifically for use with atum-sem.
this allows us to operate at the limit of the available pixel-size (390

nm), while still providing the necessary information for the classifiers.
the slices were recorded at 14 nm per pixel, with a frame rate of 10
frames per second (fps). in the atum-sem, a full section is located in
the center of the detector window. however, in order to reduce the
data volume and improve the signal-to-noise ratio, only a portion of

the section is imaged with each scan.
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the spatial resolution
of the synapses in
the test volume

ranges from 2.1 to
2.8nm. from the

electron microscopy
images, it is not

possible to estimate
the precision of the
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volume-filling
synapses, although

the images have
been recorded at a

resolution of
2nm/pixel. the
volume filling

synapses are of
course a larger

sample of synapses.
however, we expect
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that the contrast
produced by these

synapses is similar to
other synapses, as

the latter are visible
in the close vicinity.
in fig. 2, we show a
closer look at the

superposition of the
synapses and

selected background
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pixels. the spatial
distances of the

synapses are much
larger than the

dimensions of the
nuclei and small

vesicles, so that they
are well separated

from nuclei and
other organelles. the
electron microscopy
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images are part of
the data deposition,
in the folder data/tes
t_synapse_objects.
each image has a
size of 72x72x18

pixels, and the full
dataset includes 13
volumes. the spatial

resolution of the
synapse images is
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2.4nm per pixel, or
24nm for the whole

volume. the first
volume of the

dataset includes the
synapse candidate
objects detected by

the algorithm,
whereas the other

volumes include the
final list of synapse
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candidates after
pixel classification

and object
segmentation. the

synapse candidates
are in tiff format, the
segmented synapse
objects are in png

format and the
images are stored in

pdf format. the
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naming convention
for the synapse

candidates is synaps
e_candidate_00 (i.e.,

001, 002,..). the
synapse candidates
are organized into

training and testing
sets. the synapse

candidates are
labeled using a 1:1
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mapping between
the two sets, i.,

synapse candidates
of the training set
also form synapse
candidates in the

testing set, and vice
versa. 5ec8ef588b
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